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Immersive Experiences Week 1

Pre-Production: Enter the Writers’ Room

Get advice from scriptwriters on how to craft a story worthy of the silver screen

Work collaboratively with fellow young filmmakers to develop the concept for your story

Flesh out your characters’ motivations, relationships and personal journeys

Use professional script-writing software to write the script for your first film scene

Receive live feedback from industry experts
 

On Set: Producing, Directing and Filming

Understand the role of a producer: securing locations, building a team and making the film happen

Step into the shoes of a director: coach professional actors through a scene

Put your videography skills to the test as you film your own movie scene

Choose the right shots, angles and lighting, and make crucial decisions on set design, lighting, sound, costume, make
up and props
 

Post-Production: The Editing Suite

Witness a live demonstration of editing by an industry expert with cutting edge software

Learn professional techniques and apply them to your work

Edit your scene together with your team making artistic decisions about sound, transition, speed and cuts

Discover the power of colour grading, sound, composition, foley artistry and more

Transform your raw footage into a scene suitable for a slick motion picture
 

Bespoke Feedback and Career Coaching

Receive personal feedback on your work from various film professionals

University or Film School: Top career advice from recent industry graduates on the best choice for you

Explore a wide range of industry roles that make your favourite pieces of media a reality

Network with like-minded peers with a passion for filmmaking
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Immersive Experiences Week 2

Plan and Shoot a Music Video

Develop your skills in a different medium as you are hired to shoot a music video

Work collaboratively with your peers to decide on a song and craft your story

Plan a comprehensive storyboard and shot list, then turn them into polished shots

Focus on cuts, transitions, copy, sound, and colour in order to transform your raw footage into an industry-standard
music video

Premiere your video to industry professionals and present the reasoning behind your creative decisions

Get live feedback from the experts and take on board their advice
 

Short Form Content and Virtual Production

Advertisement and short form content as a stepping stone to your career

Create your very own ad for a fictitious product

Understand the importance of market research and how it can shape your project

Witness the revolutionary technology behind virtual production stages

Plan, shoot and edit your very own short scene using virtual production technology

Live Q&A with the team of technicians behind the scenes

The Young Filmmaker Festival

From Short to Silver Screen: compete for awards at our exclusive film festival!

Experience your own work on the big screen in a real-life cinema

Watch a selection of films from the Summer Experience and unpick the creative choices made

Critically reflect upon what you have seen and use this as a frame of reference for your later career

Compete against your peers for top prizes at the festival awards ceremony
 

Networking Event With Top Filmmakers

Take part in a private networking session with top filmmakers

Put your newfound knowledge to the test
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Have your burning questions answered by those in the know

Receive valuable advice from experts in the field
 


